Entry Guidelines
___________________________________________________________________
Guidelines for all entries:
 Structures must be tailored toward a common household pet (dog, cat, bird,
rabbit, guinea pig, etc.), and constructed to be functional and durable for indoor
or outdoor use. All structures must be complete, without exposed nails or other
materials that would be harmful to animals.
 All dog houses, cat condos, pet furniture, etc. weighing over 50 lbs. must include
a base constructed of ¾” plywood.
 The maximum dimensions are 30” x 48” x 48” including base. Any projections
must fit within these dimensions or the piece must be able to be easily
disassembled for transport.
___________________________________________________________________
All entries must be complete and delivered to the Peninsula Fine Arts Center (101
Museum Drive, Newport News, VA 23606) between 11 am and 4 pm on Saturday,
July 1, 2017. Entries will be displayed at PFAC or the Peninsula SPCA (depending
on space and their suitability for outdoor use) in conjunction with PFAC’s Dream
House Remix exhibition, which opens on July 8, 2017.
Entries will be silent auctioned at the Raise the Woof event on August 6, 2017 to
benefit PFAC and the Peninsula SPCA. Entries will also be eligible for cash awards
totaling $1000, including Best in Show, Best in Sculpture, Most Creative Use of
Materials, Peoples’ Choice, and Pets’ Choice.
___________________________________________________________________
The Peninsula Fine Arts Center does not guarantee the return of entries, photographs, or any material generated for the
production of the auction to the entrant. Once delivered to the drop-off site, all entries will become the property of PFAC
until they are auctioned and picked up by their buyers. PFAC reserves the right to publish and reproduce images of all
entries for any purpose. We encourage entrants to adhere to the durability guidelines to maintain the desired design
aesthetic for exterior or interior display during the course of the event and incorporate a way to assist our effort to easily
and safely transport your entry. We are not responsible for any damage that may happen to entries during the display,
auction, or transporting of entries. All decisions and awards during Raise the Woof are final. PFAC reserves the right to
reject any entry for failure to comply with the entry guidelines, and failure to comply may be grounds for disqualification in
the silent auction. Your action of submitting an entry will signify that you agree to the terms and conditions above.

